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Departing J.F.K. International
I'd like to get away from earth for awhile
And then come back to it and begin over.
—Robert Frost

Bernoulli’s little miracle pans out again
as the quick surge and
of takeoff
hold.
I begin, once more, the steep ascent that leaves me
longing for the perfumed stewardess
with cropped hair and a drink cart.

I watch, through my face-sized window,
the slow departmentalization begin. Manhattan
assembles into a gridiron of cross streets
and avenues, as midtown’s buildings retract
into the landscape like claws. I order scotch,
and watch this island reduce itself
to a computer chip.
Somewhere over Indiana, the blunt geometry
of baseball diamonds and crop shapes shift
my gaze to the plastic tray table that hovers
above my lap like a razed city block.

I reconstruct New York’s skyline to scale,
erect one new building after another
until a strange spirit begins to rise
from the rows of emptied airline bottles.
I ration my dry-roasted peanuts in case of disaster,
line them up
file, inspect each one in my mouth.
They are oblong and brittle, like the dull rows of rivets
pinning down the sheet-metal patchwork of wing.
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The wing that holds the two screaming barrels
of engine. I
see it wants to buckle,
fold up and dive like a seabird banking hard,
burning in for the kill. At this moment,
I place more faith in these rivets than in anything.

My fourth drink assists me like a sudden gust
of tailwind, leaves me heady and introspective,
makes me think, I want a fifth. I am glad
to become nothing for a
a flash of shadow
swept across a ball field. For now, I am content
to buzz above this earth and study the slur
of heat that syrups the air behind jet engines,
like the two complimentary ice cubes
unraveling in my scotch.
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Tending Garden
In the end, the tulips always torque,
top-heavy and slack jawed,
the blossoms pull away from their own
fibrous stems: a writhing egg den
of spooked garden snakes
twisting away from the intrusion
of spade in earth.
This afternoon you confessed
it’s the simple work
you miss most. The chore of preparing
the soil, sinking bulbs past the knuckle
of your thumb, and the slow job of waiting.
Even now you won’t change
the flowers in your room, their white petals
strewn like so many bed sheets kicked off in fever.
You say look at the tulips, they become themselves
and we call them beautiful.
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